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Abstract
An elastic–plastic constitutive model considering particle breakage for simulation of crushable granular soils behavior is

proposed. In the model, elastic strain rates are derived from a modified Helmholtz free energy function, and the influence of

plastic shear work-induced particle breakage on the elastic properties of sand is taken into account as an elastic–plastic

coupling mechanism. A stress ratio-driven mechanism is employed for calculation of the plastic strain rates. The proposed

model is capable of tracking the evolution of the grain size distribution (GSD) due to shear-induced particle breakage. The

evolving breakage index of Einav (2007) (J Mech Phys Solids 55(6):1274–1297, 2007) is interrelated to the plastic shear

work to avoid overestimation of shear-induced particle breakage in loose sands. A direct comparison between the model

simulations and laboratory data has been carried out for five series of drained/undrained monotonic and cyclic triaxial tests

covering a wide range of initial states. For the sake of comparison, predicted behaviors from a hypoplastic constitutive

model specially developed for crushable granular soils are also included. It is shown that the proposed constitutive model

can provide reasonable predictions using a single set of parameters for each series of the laboratory data.

Keywords Back-stress ratio � Crushable granular soils � Elastoplasticity theory � Elastic–plastic coupling �
Hyperelasticity � Particle breakage

1 Introduction

Particle breakage plays a profound role in granular soils

behavior [21, 35, 46, 87, 114, 127] which occurs under

both high effective stress levels caused by construction of

dams, pile installations, or high embankment, and under

relatively low stress conditions for granular materials with

weak grains such as carbonate sands, weathered soils, and

rockfill materials [45, 47, 54, 72, 73, 76, 104, 117,

119, 129]. Previous experiments denote that the particle

breakage in granular soils can be affected by a number of

factors, including individual grain strength [35, 59], grain

morphology [11, 55, 125], grain size distribution (GSD)

[27, 34, 65, 74, 105], magnitude of the imposed effective

stresses [80, 87, 122], load duration [9, 103, 129], total

strain and axial strain rate [15], drainage condition and

degree of saturation [8, 76, 79], and soil relative density

[44, 57, 93].

Particle breakage results in permeability reduction

around perforations [26, 85], increase in the settlement of

rockfill dams [1], creep in piles embedded in sands [68],

reduction in the drained peak friction angle [6, 7, 46], rapid

long-runout motion of landslides [83] and plays a funda-

mental role in stress–strain behavior of brittle granular soils

[87, 104, 108, 114]. In the past, a wide spectrum of

experimental studies has been conducted to investigate the

effect of particle breakage on the location of the critical

state line (CSL) in crushable granular soils. According to

the findings, in the presence of particle breakage, the crit-

ical state is reached at lower void ratios [3, 30, 48, 57,

78, 101, 120, 126].

There exist two foremost traditions to consider particle

breakage in constitutive models for granular soils:

(i) modification of yield surface, dilatancy, plastic
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hardening and enabling the possibility of non-unique CSL

through introduction of elegant breakage-dependent free

energy and energy dissipation functions e.g.,

[14, 22, 23, 81, 101], and (ii) phenomenological methods

using breakage-driven relocation of CSL in the e vs. p0

plane in conjunction with critical state compatible state-

dependent constitutive equations e.g., [19, 39, 47, 69,

109, 115, 118, 121]. The former clever route guarantees

thermodynamics consistency, however, its rich conceptual

theoretical mechanics/mathematics corroborates some

researchers prefer adoption of the second, but commonly

simpler method. For instance, Einav [22, 23] introduced the

theory of breakage mechanics with the purpose of model-

ing the behavior of crushable granular material from micro-

mechanical considerations within the framework of

hyperplasticity, guaranteeing thermodynamical consis-

tency. Some studies extended the theory of breakage

mechanics by connecting energetics with the microme-

chanics and investigating the variation of permeability in

cataclasite zones [81], with inclusion of porosity as a state

variable [90] and combined it with the Cosserat continuum

through an elastic upscaling incorporating Cosserat state

variables [14]. Tengattini et al. [101] introduced a porosity-

dependent extension to the theory of [22, 23] wherein the

critical state is predicted in an unforced natural way, rather

than imposed a priori. Tengattini et al. [101] succeeded to

derive yield function and dilatancy from the rate of dissi-

pation, but accurate simulation of stress-softening behavior

is still lacking [12]. The large tear drop-shaped yield

function, the lack of kinematic hardening, and the absence

of the state parameter of Been and Jefferies [4] as a simple,

but effective means for distinction of the dense from loose

states, and the lack of phase transformation e.g., Ishihara

et al. [50] for modeling of initial contraction prior of the

subsequent dilation in medium-dense and dense sand sub-

jected to undrained shear prompt the requirement of cou-

pling between hyperelasticity and the bounding surface

plasticity for crushable soils.

A constitutive model in a hyperelastic-plastic frame for

crushable granular materials is suggested here. Owing to

simplicity of the basic constitutive equations, versatility in

simulation of various aspects of the mechanical behavior of

granular soils, clear physical meaning of the parameters in

one hand and ease of calibration using both data of

monotonic and cyclic tests on the other, the state-depen-

dent bounding surface model proposed by Dafalias and

Manzari [16] has been adopted as benchmark to establish a

hyperelastic-plastic constitutive model for crushable gran-

ular soils. A generalized Jiang and Liu [52]-type Helmholtz

free energy function has been employed to derive elastic

strain rates as well as the pressure-dependent soil elastic

moduli. Hyperplasic theories for the granular soils with

pressure-dependent moduli can take into account stress-

induced anisotropy of the elastic response in a natural

unforced way and improve model predictions under cyclic

loading e.g., [24, 31, 38]. A breakage index depending on

plastic shear work (say function of shear stress and plastic

shear strain rate) is proposed to quantify particle breakage

during shear. The breakage effect on the elastic stiffness is

not verified, and the formulation follows constitutive

equations proposed by Einav [22]. Owing to the irre-

versible nature of particle breakage, the breakage acts as an

elastic–plastic coupling variable. Comparisons between the

proposed model predictions and experimental data indicate

reasonable performance of the model. For the sake of

comparison, predictions obtained from the hypoplastic

model of Engin et al. [25] specially developed for simu-

lation of crushable sands are also included.

2 Fundamentals of constitutive equations
for crushable sands

A definition of an index quantifying the extent of particle

breakage is crucial in the mechanics of crushable media.

Various types of relative breakage indexes have been pro-

posed to quantify breakage in crushable granular soils in

terms of the breakage-induced evolution of the GSD curve

[59, 65, 67]. Einav [22] introduced a breakage index (i.e., B)

varying from zero at initial state (i.e., nil breakage) to 1 at the

ultimate grading which the crushable soil finally will

approach. B is mathematically defined as the ratio of the area

between the current and initial GSDs (i.e., Bt) to the area

between the ultimate and initial GSDs (i.e., Bp) [see Fig. 1]:

B ¼ Bt

Bp

¼
RDM

Dm
FðDÞ � F0ðDÞ½ �dðlogðDÞÞ

RDM

Dm
FuðDÞ � F0ðDÞ½ �dðlogðDÞÞ

ð1Þ

in Eq. (1), D stands for the grain size. Dm and DM indicate,

respectively, the minimum and maximum particle sizes,

and F0(D), F(D), and Fu(D) represent the initial, current,
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Fig. 1 Definition of the particle breakage index of Einav [22]
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and ultimate GSDs, respectively. Evolution of particle

breakage would terminate asymptotically once a GSD

approaches its ultimate fractal distribution e.g., [22]. For

this reason, F(D) evolves from F0(D) to Fu(D) through

[22]:

FðDÞ ¼ F0ðDÞð1 � BÞ þ FuðDÞB ð2Þ

in Eq. (2), F0ðDÞ ¼ D=DMð Þb1 and FuðDÞ ¼ D=DMð Þb2

wherein b1 and b2 are soil constants.

Stiffness and mobilization of shear strength in sand-fine

mixtures depend on fines content, and contribution of the

coarse and fine fractions in the load transfer mechanism is a

function of coarse to fine size ratio e.g.,

[17, 61, 66, 75, 88, 102]. Applying the discrete element

method (DEM), Einav [22] suggested that the energy

stored in soil grains depends on their size, and thus, larger

particles have greater stored energy compared to the fines.

When a crushable granular soil is subjected to shear, the

breakage-induced fines surround larger particles, but do not

participate in the load-bearing microstructure actively

[22, 127], consequently, they (i.e., fines) do not store

energy [22]. Therefore, the elastic energy functions in

addition to the effective stress or strain invariants should

also incorporate some measures of GSD. According to the

breakage mechanics theory of Einav [23], the Helmholtz

free energy function can be expressed in terms of the

elastic strains and breakage index by applying the grada-

tion curve as the average weighted function on microscopic

variables, through a statistical homogenization process as:

H ¼ H1ðeev; eeqÞð1 � tBÞ ð3Þ

where eev and eeq are elastic volumetric and shear strains,

respectively. H1ðeev; eeqÞ is the Helmholtz free energy func-

tion for nil particle breakage, and t, a proximity index

indicating the distance between the ultimate and the initial

GSDs, is determined as:

t ¼ 1 � Dh i2
0

Dh i2
u

ð4Þ

where in Dh i2
0 and Dh i2

u are, respectively, the second-order

moments of the initial and ultimate GSDs.

The effective stress variables in triaxial space can be

calculated from the modified Helmholtz free energy func-

tion as:

p0 ¼ oH

oeev
; q ¼ oH

oeeq
ð5Þ

wherein p0¼ r0a þ 2r0r
� �

=3 and q¼ r0a � r0r are, respec-

tively, the mean principal effective stress and shear stress

(of note, r0a and r0r are the axial and radial principal stresses

acting on a triaxial specimen). Further differentiation of

Eq. (5) yields the rates of the effective stress invariants:

_p0 ¼ o2H

oeevoe
e
v

_eev þ
o2H

oeevoe
e
q

_eeq þ
o2H

oeevoB
_B

¼ H;vv _e
e
v þ H;vq _e

e
q þ H;vB _B

_q ¼ o2H

oeeqoe
e
v

_eev þ
o2H

oeeqoe
e
q

_eeq þ
o2H

oeeqoB
_B

¼ H;qv _e
e
v þ H;qq _e

e
q þ H;qB _B

ð6Þ

For the sake of brevity, o2H=oeevoe
e
v ¼ H;vv,

o2H=oeeqoe
e
q ¼ H;qq,

o2H=oeevoe
e
q ¼ o2H=oeeqoe

e
v ¼ H;vq ¼ H;qv,

o2H=oeevoB ¼ H;vB, and o2H=oeeqoB ¼ H;qB. Rearrange-

ment of terms in Eq. (6) renders the following relations for

the elastic strain rates:

_eev
_eeq

( )

¼ 1

detH

H;qq �H;vq

�H;qv H;vv

� �
_p0

_q

� �

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
ðIÞ

�
_B

detH

H;qq �H;vq

�H;qv H;vv

� �
H;vB

H;qB

� �

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
ðIIÞ

ð7Þ

wherein the 2 9 2 Hessian matrix is calculated from

H ¼ H;vv H;vq
H;qv H;qq

� �

. Recalling that the Helmholtz free

energy in Eq. (3) depends on eev, e
e
q and B, Eq. (7) necessi-

tates that the total elastic strain rates become functions of _eev,

_eeq and _B. The particle breakage is an irreversible phe-

nomenon [see Guo and Zhu [33] for discussion] which itself

is capable of affecting the elastic response of crushable sands

through the participation of _B, H;vB and H;qB in Eq. (7).

Therefore, the total elastic volumetric and shear strain rates

in Eq. (7) are decomposed into two terms with completely

different physical interpretations: (i) the term (I) which is

reversible upon effective stress reversal, and (ii) the break-

age-dependent term (II) which is irreversible. Accordingly,

the total elastic strain rates are irreversible with effective

stress rates unless under nil particle breakage (say _B ¼ 0)

which occurs on the condition that sand behaves purely

elastic. For this reason, B as an irreversible variable can be

interconnected to a proper hardening variable to bear the role

of an elastic–plastic coupling factor. In this sense, B

increases progressively with plastic strains in the elastic–

plastic regime of the behavior and remains unchanged

( _B ¼ 0) given that soil behaves purely elastic. In the modern

continuum mechanics, free energy functions incorporate a

supplemental internal variable depending on the hardening

parameter(s) to account for the effect of elastic–plastic

coupling e.g., [13, 40, 41]. Of note, the coupling between

elasticity and plasticity has been addressed in the pertinent
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literature of geomechanics e.g., [13, 28, 29, 31, 40, 41, 64].

Using the concept of alternative decomposition of strains for

coupled materials by Collins and Houlsby [13], the total

volumetric and shear strain rates can be expressed as the

elastic reversible and irreversible rates:

_ev ¼ _eev þ _epv ¼ _eerv þ _eeiv

zfflfflfflffl}|fflfflfflffl{
_eev

þ _epv ¼ _eerv þ _eeiv þ _epv

zfflfflffl}|fflfflffl{
_eiv

¼ _eerv þ _eiv
_eq ¼ _eeq þ _epq ¼ _eerq þ _eeiq|fflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflffl}

_eeq

þ _epq ¼ _eerq þ _eeiq þ _epq|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}
_eiq

¼ _eerq þ _eiq

ð8Þ

In Eq. (8), _eerx , _eeix and _eix with x 2 v; qf g are, respec-

tively, the elastic reversible, elastic irreversible, and total

irreversible strain rates. Using Eqs. (7) and (8), one has:

_eeiv
_eeiq

( )

¼ 1

detH

H;qq �H;vq

�H;qv H;vv

� �
_p0

_q

� �

_eiv
_eiq

( )

¼ � _B

detH

H;qq �H;vq

�H;qv H;vv

� �
H;vB

H;qB

� �

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
_eeiv _eeiq

	 
 T

þ
_epv
_epq

( )
ð9Þ

Rearranging the terms in the first part of Eq. (9) yields:

_p0

_q

� �

¼ H
_eerv
_eerq

� �

¼ H;vv H;vq
H;qv H;qq

� �
_eerv
_eerq

� �

ð10Þ

Equation (10) resembles the theory of Graham and

Houlsby [32] for anisotropic soils in the triaxial space:

_p0

_q

� �

¼ K J
J 3G

� �

|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
H

_eerv
_eerq

� �

ð11Þ

where G, K and J are the elastic shear, bulk and shear-vol-

umetric moduli, respectively. J denotes the stress-induced

anisotropy impact on the elastic behavior e.g.,

[5, 23, 31, 37, 38]. The consideration of the influence of

anisotropy in the elastic domain plays a significant role in

predicting shear strength of sands subjected to undrained

cyclic loading e.g., [28, 29, 60, 82] as well as of fine-grained

soils e.g., [95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 111]. Now, comparing Eqs. (10)

and (11) results in the following elastic moduli:

K ¼ H;vv ;G ¼ 1

3
H;qq ; J ¼ H;vq ¼ H;qv ð12Þ

Using resonance column tests, Iwasaki and Tatsuoka [51]

reported that at a fixed void ratio, the shear modulus is influ-

enced by variations in the GSD curve. Wichtmann and Tri-

antafyllidis [110] revealed that G decreases with increasing

uniformity coefficient in granular soils. Given that the GSD

varies with respect to the progression of particle breakage

[3, 35, 59, 65] then particle breakage can affect the elastic

moduli of soils. As the Helmholtz free energy is a function of

particle breakage according to Eq. (3), also the elastic moduli

will be influenced by the change in GSD.

The hyper-elastic part has been conjugated to an elasto-

plastic theory which is the Simple Anisotropic Sand Model

(SANISAND) proposed by Dafalias and Manzari [16].

Many studies extended the SANISAND version proposed by

Dafalias and Manzari [16] by adding a second yield criteria

e.g., [101], by taking into account the anisotropic behavior

of soils e.g., [60], by omitting the elastic range of the

behavior e.g., [63], or by adding a memory surface [70]. But,

the original version is not only simple but also robust

enough to predict the behavior of granular materials over a

wide range of initial confining pressures and dry densities.

Besides this, the 2004 version is still most widely used in

geotechnical practice and also in the calculation of boundary

value problems in research [56, 71].

3 A hyperelastic-plastic model accounting
for particle breakage and elastic–plastic
coupling

Jiang and Liu [52] suggested two Helmholtz free energy

functions for nonlinear hyperelastic response of soils

dependent on p01=3 (i.e., Hertz-type elasticity) and p01=2

(i.e., Goddard-type elasticity). Ashkar and Lashkari [2]

suggested an extended Jiang and Liu [52] Helmholtz free

energy function to obtain hyperelastic response dependent

on p0v with v 2 ½0; 1Þ. A revised form of the latter Helm-

holtz free energy function with the purpose of incorporat-

ing the particle breakage is adopted here (see Eq. 13):

H eev; e
e
q;B

� �
¼ H1 eev; e

e
q

� �
1 � tBð Þ ¼ prefV

v
1�v

1

ð2 � vÞK
V2 þ 3

2
Gee2

q

� �

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
H1 eev;e

e
qð Þ

ð1 � tBÞ

with

V ¼ p00
pref

 �1�v

þ 1 � vð ÞKeev

ð13Þ
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wherein p00 is confining pressure at nil elastic strain and pref ¼
100 [kPa] is a reference normalizing stress. B in Eq. (13)

remains unchanged when the soil behaves purely elastic.

However, B evolves progressively in the elastic–plastic regime

of the behavior to reach its asymptotic value at the critical state.

Equation (12) in combination with Eq. (13) results in the fol-

lowing pressure-dependent hyperelastic moduli:

K ¼ Kprefð1 � tBÞ1�v p0

pref

 � v

hv 1 þ vð2v� 1Þ
6

� K
G
� g

h

� � 2
� �

G ¼ Gprefð1 � tBÞ1�v p0

pref

 � v

hv

J ¼ vKpref

g
h

� �
ð1 � tBÞ1�v p0

pref

 � v

hv

ð14Þ

where g ¼ q=p0 is stress ratio, and G ¼ G0 FðeÞ and K ¼
K0 FðeÞ are non-dimensional parameters dependent on the

void ratio e with FðeÞ ¼ ð2:97 � eÞ2=ð1 þ eÞ proposed by

Hardin and Richart [36]. G0 and K0 are material parame-

ters. In Eq. (14), h is defined as:

h ¼ 1

2
1 þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1 � 2v
3

K

G

 �

g2

s !

ð15Þ

Hence, Eq. (14) describes the hyperelastic moduli as pyc-

notropy (i.e., void ratio-dependent) as well as barotropy (i.e.,

pressure-dependent) functions. Of note, Eq. (14) signifies that

Eq. (13) is capable of reproducing p0v-dependent hyperelastic

moduli through the entire range of v 2 ½ 0; 1Þ; however, the

basic Helmholtz free energy functions of Jiang and Liu [52] are

only compelling for v ¼ 1=3 and 1=2. Moreover, the evolving

GSD as an elastic–plastic coupling phenomenon is captured

through the explicit participation of B in the hyperelastic and

Helmholtz breakage coupling moduli [see the second part of

Eq. (9)]:

H;vB ¼ �tprefV
1

1�v 1 þ 3

2
GKv

eeq
V

 �2
" #

H;qB ¼ �3tprefG eeqV
v

1�v

ð16Þ

Appendix 1 illustrates the evaluation of the hyperelastic

formulation of the proposed model.

3.1 Yield function

A narrow open wedge-type yield function is adopted from

Dafalias and Manzari [16]:

f ðg; aÞ ¼ g� aj j � m ¼ 0 ð17Þ

wherein m defines opening of the yield function (per default:

m = 0.001). Back-stress ratio, i.e., a, is a kinematic hardening

variable indicating rotation of the bisector of the yield function

with respect to the e vs. p0-axis see [16]. Soil behaves purely

elastic (i.e., elastic strains become completely reversible) as

long as the effective stress state is located inside the yield

function [say f(g, a)\0], whereas plastic strains are generated

once the effective stress state reaches the yield function [i.e.,

f(g, a) = 0] and attempts to change the back-stress ratio (say

kinematic hardening variable).

3.2 CSL and state parameter

To investigate the critical state properties of crushable

granular soils, results of a series of drained triaxial tests on

Tacheng rockfill from [118, 120] are discussed here. The

tests were conducted at four initial void ratios (i.e., 0.189,

0.244, 0.285, and 0.317), and three initial confining pres-

sures (i.e., 0.4, 0.8, and 1.6 MPa). Figure 2a demonstrates

the CSLs of Tacheng rockfill in the e vs: ðp0=prefÞn plane

with n ¼ 0:7. The CSL incorporating the effect of grain

crushing in the e-p0-B space becomes [39]:

ecs ¼ eC � k
p0

pref

 �n

with

eC ¼ ei þ eu � eið Þ B

aþ B

ð18Þ
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Fig. 2 Effect of particle breakage on the critical state void ratio: a

conventional and breakage CSLs in the e vs: ðp0=pref Þ n
plane and

b change in eU following increase in B (data from 117, 119,

Yamamuro and Lade [123], Wei et al. [112], and Wang et al. [109])
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whereby n is a model constant, and k is the slope of the

CSL in the e vs:ðp0=prefÞn plane. ‘‘a’’ is a model parameter

controlling the pace of relocation of CSL in the

e vs:ðp0=prefÞn plane with particle breakage. ei and eu are,

respectively, soil parameters related to the initial (corre-

sponding to B ¼ 0) and ultimate (as B ! 1) positions of

the CSL in the e vs:ðp0=prefÞn plane. Increase in fines owing

to breakage of coarser parent particles in crushable gran-

ular soils causes gradual changes in the intercept (i.e., eC)

and slope (i.e., k) of the CSL in the e vs:ðp0=prefÞn plane

e.g., [3, 127]. However, change in k is practically negli-

gible in comparison with the change in eC e.g.,

[10, 30, 62, 78]. Breakage CSLs can be established con-

sidering critical states with the same breakage indices, as

illustrated in Fig. 2a and are used herein solely for the

determination of ei and eu Recently, Lashkari et al. [62]

suggested that change in k becomes noticeable only once

the fines fraction becomes so large that the mechanical

behavior of the mixture transfers from the ‘‘fines-in-

coarse’’ regime to the ‘‘coarse-in-fine’’ one. In Fig. 2b, the

predicted eC vs: B curves using Eq. (18) agree reasonably

with the corresponding laboratory data of [117, 119] on

Tacheng rockfill, Yamamuro and Lade [123] on Cambria

sand, Wei et al. [112] on calcareous sand, and Wang et al.

[109] on carbonate sand.

Now, the modified state parameter of Been and Jefferies

[4] which is the Euclidean distance between the current soil

state from the breakage-dependent CSL in the e vs: p0

plane can be incorporated into the constitutive model:

w ¼ e� ecs ð19Þ

wherein e is the current void ratio and ecs is the critical

state void ratio calculated from Eq. (18) corresponding to

the current values of p0 and B.

3.3 Plastic strain rates

A stress ratio-driven mechanism in triaxial space suggested

by Dafalias and Manzari [16] is employed here for the

calculation of the plastic shear strain rate:

_epq ¼
_g
Kp

¼ s Lh i ð20Þ

whereby L is the loading index representing the magnitude

of the plastic shear strain rate. The Macaulay brackets Lh i
denote Lh i ¼ L in case of L[ 0, and Lh i ¼ 0 if L� 0. In

Eq. (20), s is determined according to the location of the

stress ratio with respect to a as the bisector of the yield

function, s=1 if g� a ¼ m and s = - 1 when a - g = m.

The plastic hardening modulus Kp is defined by e.g.,

[31, 64]:

Kp ¼ hð1 � cheÞ
ab � a
a� ainj j

p0

pref

 �v�1

ð21Þ

wherein h and ch are model constants. ain is the initial value

of a at the beginning of the most recent shear loading.

The dilatancy, d, defined as the ratio between the rate of

irreversible volumetric strain and the rate of irreversible

shear strain is expressed as e.g., [31, 64]:

d ¼ _eiv
s _eiq

¼ _eeiv þ _epv
sð _eeiq þ _epqÞ

¼ d0ðad � saÞ ð22Þ

wherein d0 is a material constant, and ad is dilatancy back-

stress ratio. Similar to Dafalias and Manzari [16], ab [see

Eq. (21)] and ad [see Eq. (22)] are calculated from:

ab ¼ Mb � m ¼ M expð�nbwÞ
zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{

Mb

�m

ad ¼ Md � m ¼ M expðþndwÞ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Md

�m
ð23Þ

In Eqs. (23), M is the slope of the CSL in the q-p0 plane.

Md and Mb are dilatancy and peak stress ratios, respec-

tively. nd and nb are model constants, determining the

impact of the state parameter on the dilatancy and peak

stress ratios, respectively.

Now, using Eqs. (12), 9(b), (20), and (22), the volu-

metric plastic strain rate is calculated from:

_epv ¼ Lh id þ ð3Gþ sJdÞH;vB �ðJ þ sKdÞH;qB
3GK � J 2

� �
_B ð24Þ

3.4 Rates of the effective stress invariants
and loading index

The rates of the effective stress invariants are calculated

using Eqs. (6), (8), and (12) as:

_p0 ¼ K _ev þ J _eq � K _epv � J _epq þ H;vB _B

_q ¼ J _ev þ 3G _eq � J _epv � 3G _epq þ H;qB _B
ð25Þ

Recalling that _g ¼ ½ _q� g _p0�=p0, substitution of

Eqs. (24) and (25) in _g ¼ s Kp Lh i [see Eq. (20)] renders the

following relation for the loading index:

L ¼
ð3G� gJÞ _eq þ ðJ � gKÞ _ev þ C1H;qB þC2H;vB

� �
_B

s p0Kp þ 3G� gJ þ s½J � gK�d
� � � 0

with

C1 ¼ 1 � ðKg� JÞðJ þ sKdÞ
3GK � J 2

and

C2 ¼ ðKg� JÞð3Gþ sJdÞ
3GK � J 2

� g

ð26Þ
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3.5 Breakage index

Magnitude and spatial distribution of particle level contact

forces in consequence of imposed stress path and strain

level are key controlling factors for an individual particle

to crush e.g., [20]. It is believed that the element level

plastic work can be implemented as an appropriate factor

taking into account the combined influence of the effective

stress path and plastic strain magnitude e.g., [53, 69, 84].

Void ratio also governs the stress–strain–strength response

of the granular soils and affects the evolution of

microstructure and breakage of particles under both

drained and undrained conditions. Particles in loose

assemblies have greater space for sliding, rolling, and soil

skeleton adjustment than dense assemblies at the same

effective stress level. This phenomenon results in larger

volumetric strains, thus dissipating greater plastic work in

loose granular soils. Table 1 shows the breakage index B,

plastic work (i.e., Wp) and plastic shear work (i.e., Wp
q ) for

loose and dense Tacheng rockfill specimens under drained

condition. According to Table 1, B for dense specimens (e0

= 0.189) is greater than that of the loose specimens (e0 =

0.317) at the same initial confining pressure. On the other

hand, Wp for the dense specimen is less than that of the

loose ones. Hence, the use of Wp would overestimate B of

Table 1 B, Wp, and Wp
q of Tacheng rockfill specimens at the end of

drained triaxial tests (experiments performed by [117, 119])

p00 [MPa] e0 [-] B [-] Wp[MPa] Wp
q [MPa]

0.4 0.189 0.322 0.209 0.262

0.8 0.189 0.424 0.447 0.478

1.6 0.189 0.516 0.906 0.856

0.4 0.317 0.161 0.238 0.243

0.8 0.317 0.192 0.517 0.474

1.6 0.317 0.253 0.983 0.813

0
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0.8

0 400 800 1200

B
 [-

]
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Eq. 28

B
 [-

]

Wp
q /e0 [kPa]
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Fig. 3 Variation of breakage index for Tacheng rockfill with: a Wp
q and b Wp

q=e0 (data from [117, 119])
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the loose specimens compared to the dense ones. On con-

trary, Wp
q data are consistent with the trending of B.

Therefore, we propose to interrelate B to Wp
q , which reads:

_Wp
q ¼ q _epq ð27Þ

Figure 3 illustrates the variations of B with Wp
q and e0

for Tacheng rockfill. A hyperbolic relationship between B

and Wp
q normalized by the initial void ratio, i.e., Wp

q=e0, in

the following form can fit reasonably the laboratory data:

B ¼ 1 � x
xþWp

q=e0

ð28Þ

wherein x is a dimensionless model constant and changes

pace of B with Wp
q=e0. To demonstrate the function of x,

the predicted g vs: e1 and ev vs: e1 curves for x = 1000,

2000, 5000, and 10,000 [-] obtained from the constitutive

model for a Tacheng rockfill specimen with e0 = 0.244

sheared under drained condition from p00 ¼ 1:6 ½kPa� are

plotted in Fig. 4. At a fixed axial strain, B increases with

decrease in x. Accordingly, the peak stress ratio vanishes

and the volume change response tends to contract with

increase in B. Since B associated with elevated pressures is

beyond the scope of this research, Wp
q , rather than Wp, was

adopted here to circumvent overestimation of the shear-

induced breakage in loose sands. Implementation of a

narrow but closed yield function [instead of the wedge-type

yield function of Eq. (17)] together with a second plastic

hardening mechanism that is activated under loading with

limited or even nil change in g can further improve the

constitutive model predictive capacity. Under the latter

circumstance, epv or work due to the plastic volumetric

strain must be hired for the second yield mechanism

accounting for particle breakage occurring under isotropic

or K0 compression. Using Eq. (28), rate of the breakage

index (i.e., _B) becomes:

_B ¼ 1

x e0

ð1 � BÞ2 _Wp
q ð29Þ

Equation (29) signifies that B remains unchanged as

long as soil behaves purely elastic (of note, _Wp
q ¼ 0 when

soil behaves purely elastic) and increases progressively

with Wp
q until the ultimate GSD is attained at B ¼ 1.

Table 2 The proposed model parameters used for simulation of Toyoura, Cambria, Kurnell, and Aio sands as well as Tacheng rockfill behavior

Sand name Elasticity CSL Dilatancy Plastic hardening Breakage

Toyoura G0=50 Mc=1.25 d0=0.95 ch=0.97 –

K0=0.75 G0 Me= 0.7Mc nd=2.50 h=224.90

v =0.95 k=1.9910–2 nb=1

ei=eu=0.93

n=0.70

Tacheng rockfill G0=125 Mc =1.68 d0=1.5 ch=0.97 t = 0.9

K0=0.75 G0 k=3910–3 nd=0.3 h=70.1 x = 4623

v =0.95 ei=0.55 nb=1.5 a = 0.1

eu = 0.19 b1 = 1.1

n = 0.7 b2 = 0.3

Cambria G0 = 125 Mc = 1.43 d0 = 1.3 ch = 0.97 t = 0.70

K0 = 0.75 G0 k = 4.5910–3 nd = 1.5 h = 35.1 x = 19,230

v = 0.95 ei = 0.85 nb = 1.0 a = 0.10

eu = 0.13 b1 = 5.2

n = 0.7 b2 = 0.4

Kurnell G0 = 45 Mc = 1.45 d0 = 0.9 ch = 0.97 t = 0.5

K0 = 0.75 G0 k = 1.2910–2 nd = 2.2 h = 75.1 x = 5498

v = 0.95 ei = 0.97 nb = 1.3 a = 0.04

eu = 0.77 b1 = 1.7

n = 0.7 b2 = 0.4

Aio G0 = 50 Mc = 1.60 d0 = 0.35 ch = 0.87 t = 0.6

K0 = 0.75 G0 Me = 0.65 Mc nd = 0.6 h = 110.9 x = 12,770

v = 0.85 k = 11910–2 nb = 1.1 a = 0.01

ei = 1.8 b1 = 1.2

eu = 0.8 b2 = 0.76

n = 0.3
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4 Calibration of the model

The proposed model parameters can be classified into five

different categories: (i) parameters related to the elastic

response, (ii) CSL parameters, (iii) dilatancy parameters,

(iv) plastic hardening modulus parameters, and (v) param-

eters related to breakage of particles (see Table 2).

G0 can be determined from experimental data of bender

element and resonant column tests or by using the initial

slope of the q vs: eq curves, where small strains prevail. G

and v can be found using the data of the elastic shear

modulus in the small strain levels such as results of bender

element and resonant column tests. At extremely low shear

strain levels, Eq. (14) yields:

G ¼ Gpref

p0

pref

 � v

ð30Þ

a b

dc

f

Fig. 6 The proposed constitutive model predictions versus experimental data of Toyoura sand for: a and b four undrained tests on medium-dense

specimens (e0 = 0.735); c and d seven undrained tests on medium-loose (e0 = 0.833) and loose (e0 = 0.907) specimens; e and f six drained tests on

loose to very loose specimens (data from Verdugo and Ishihara [106])
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By taking logarithm from both sides of Eq. (30), it can

be re-written as:

lnG ¼ lnðGprefÞ þ v ln
p0

pref

 �

ð31Þ

Hence lnðGprefÞ and v can be determined, respectively,

as the intercept and slope of the best straight line fitted to

the experimental data in the lnG vs: lnðp0=prefÞ plane.

K0 � ð0:7 to 0:9ÞG0 is a reasonable assumption for various

sands.
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Fig. 7 The proposed constitutive model predictions versus experimental data of two undrained cyclic tests on Toyoura sand specimens sheared

from p00 ¼ 0:3 ½MPa�: a e0 = 0.79 [data from Yang and Sze [124]] and b e0 = 0.80 (data from Ishihara and Towhata [50])
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c d

Fig. 8 The proposed and hypoplastic models predictions for mobilization of stress ratio and volume change behavior of six Tacheng rockfill

specimens sheared under drained condition from p00 ¼ 0:4; 0:8 and 1:6 ½MPa�: a and b three specimens with e0 = 0.285; c and d three specimens

with e0 = 0.317 (data from [117, 119])
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According to Eq. (4), t is obtained by using initial and

ultimate GSDs. In the lack of ultimate grading curve,

Dh i2
0¼ D2

M
2�-
5�-

� �
is a satisfactory assumption [e.g., Einav

[22]]. The proposed range of - is 2.5 to 2.8 [e.g., Sammis

et al. [93]]. Otherwise, t can be derived by the calculation

of the second-order moments [ Dh i2
of the initial and ulti-

mate GSDs see Fig. 5a]. b1 and b2 can be determined

through a curve fitting process by using the initial and

ultimate GSDs along with Eq. (2). Figure 5b demonstrates

the values of b1 and b2 for Kurnell sand. Mc and Me are the

slopes of CSL in the q-p0 plane under triaxial compression

and extension, respectively. Figure 5c presents Mc for

Kurnell sand. k and ei are the slope and the reference void

ratio of the CSL in the e vs: ðp0=prefÞn plane under nil

particle breakage (say initial grading). On the other hand,

eu is related to the intercept of the CSL in e vs: ðp0=prefÞn
plane corresponding to the ultimate GSD (see Fig. 2). Once

ei and eu were determined, eU can be obtained using

Eq. (18). Figure 5d represents the calculation of eU for the

Kurnell sand.

nd, can be determined using the results of monotonic

undrained triaxial tests on medium-dense and dense spec-

imens exhibiting phase transformation (i.e., certain effec-

tive stress state at which the initial contraction turns into

dilation). According to Eq. (23), nd is the slope of the best

line fitted to the phase transformation data in the

lnðMd=MÞ vs: wd plane wherein Md and wd are, respec-

tively, the values of g and w at the phase transformation.

Likewise, the plastic hardening modulus becomes zero at

the peak shear strength in the conventional drained tests on

medium-dense and dense specimens. According to

Eq. (23), nb is the slope of the best line fitted to the peak

stress ratio data in the lnðM=MbÞ vs: wb plane wherein Mb

and wb are the peak stress ratio and the corresponding state

parameter, respectively. Parts ‘‘e’’ and ‘‘f’’ of Fig. 5 show

the determination of nb and nd for the Kurnell sand.

Using Eqs. (22) and (9)a for the conventional drained

triaxial compression tests (s = ? 1), the following equation

can be obtained e.g., [31]:

a b

dc

Fig. 9 The proposed and hypoplastic models predictions for mobilization of stress ratio and volume change behavior of six Tacheng rockfill

specimens sheared under drained condition from p00 ¼ 0:4; 0:8 and 1:6 ½MPa�: a and b three specimens with e0 = 0.244; c and d three specimens

with e0 = 0.189 (data from [117, 119])
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d ¼ _eiv
_eiq
¼ _ev � _eerv

_eq � _eerq
¼ _ev � ð3G _p0 � J _qÞ=ð3GK � J2Þ

_eq � ðK _q� J _p0Þ=ð3GK � J2Þ

�Dev � ð3GDp0 � J DqÞ=ð3GK � J2Þ
Deq � ðK Dq� J Dp0Þ=ð3GK � J2Þ ¼ d0 ðMd � gÞ

ð32Þ

d0 is determined using Eq. (32) for drained triaxial tests on

medium-dense and dense specimens following phase

transformation and prior reaching the critical state. Fig-

ure 5g presents determination of d0 for the Kurnell sand.

h and ch can be calculated by fitting the predicted to the

q vs: eq curves of the undrained and drained triaxial tests

covering a wide range of initial void ratios. x manages the

pace of particle breakage owing to shear loading and can

be interconnected to Wp
q=e0 through Eq. (28). Figure 5h

illustrates determination of x for the Kurnell sand.

5 The constitutive model predictive
capacity

5.1 Drained and undrained monotonic and cyclic
triaxial tests on Toyoura sand

Verdugo and Ishihara [106] carried out an extensive series

of undrained and drained triaxial compression tests cov-

ering a wide range of initial states (i.e., p00 ¼
0:1 to 3:0 ½MPa� and e0 ¼ 0:735 to 0:996 ½��) on Toyoura

sand specimens prepared using moist tamping method. A

majority of the Toyoura sand particles were made of

quartz, and accordingly, no tangible sign of particle

breakage within the effective stress range investigated was

traced by Verdugo and Ishihara [106]. In the testing pro-

gram, each specimen was isotropically consolidated to the

target p00 value, sheared under undrained/drained condition

until e1 � 25 ½%� was reached and thereafter, unloaded to

the isotropic effective stress state. Using the model

parameter listed in Table 2, the model simulations for four

undrained tests on dense (e0 = 0.735) specimens [see parts

‘‘a’’ and ‘‘b’’], seven undrained tests on medium-loose and

loose (e0 = 0.833 and 0.907) specimens [see parts ‘‘c’’ and

‘‘d’’], and six drained tests on initially loose and very loose

specimens (e0 = 0.810 to 0.960) [see parts ‘‘e’’ and ‘‘f’’] are

compared to the corresponding laboratory data in Fig. 6.

Without changing the model parameters for Toyoura

sands, the undrained behaviors of two specimens subjected

to cyclic shear from p00 � 0:30 ½kPa� are simulated and

plotted against the corresponding laboratory data in Fig. 7.

As can be seen, the proposed model is capable of capturing

Toyoura sand behavior subjected to both monotonic and

cyclic loadings with different initial confining pressures

and void ratios to a satisfactory extent. Of note, particleTa
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breakage for the experiments performed on Toyoura sand

by Verdugo and Ishihara [106] was negligible and thus, ei

and eu were set identical.

5.2 Drained triaxial tests on Tacheng rockfill

Tacheng rockfill collected from Shangrila County of China

is a well-graded gravel with fines content of 1.8% and

uniformity coefficient of 5.54 see [117, 119]. Large-scale
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Fig. 10 Change in GSD of Tacheng rockfill material with p00 ¼ 1:6 MPa½ �: a experimental data, b the proposed model predictions (data from

Xiao et al. [116])
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c d

b

Fig. 11 The proposed model predictions for: a mobilization of shear strength with axial strain; b volume change behavior with axial strain; c and

d change in GSD for six Cambria sand specimens sheared under drained condition from p00 ¼ 2:1; 4:0; 5:8; 8:0; 11:5 and 15:0 MPa½ �with e0 =

0.52 (data from Yamamuro and Lade [123])
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triaxial specimens were prepared in five consecutive layers.

To form each layer, Tacheng rockfill was carefully dropped

into the split mold and then compacted using a vibrator and

later saturated through vacuum saturation. Specimens were

consolidated isotropically under p00 ¼
0:4; 0:8 and 1:6 ½MPa� and then sheared under conven-

tional drained condition. In Figs. 8 and 9, the proposed

model simulations obtained from the use of the model

parameters listed in Table 2 for Tacheng sand are illus-

trated against the experimental data of initially loose to

dense Tacheng rockfill reported by [117, 119]. Engin et al.

[25] revised the hypoplastic model proposed by von

Wolffersdorff [107] in order to improve its ability to sim-

ulate the crushable granular soils behavior (see Appendix

2). The nonlinear incremental formulation of hypoplasticity

adopts neither a yield function nor decomposition of strain

into elastic and plastic parts. Engin et al. [25] incorporated

a history dependency into the hypoplasticity formulation to

capture the effect of particle breakage. For the sake of

comparison, the predicted behaviors from the hypoplastic

model are included in the figures. The model was imple-

mented and calibrated with the parameters listed in

Table 3. The Tacheng rockfill specimens exhibit more

dilative behavior when crushing is negligible under low

confining stress (e.g., p00 ¼ 0:4 ½MPa�). Increase in particle

breakage in Figs. 8 and 9 caused the volume change

behaviors become progressively contractive. The overall

behavior is well reproduced by the proposed model. On the

other side, the hypoplastic model tends to overestimate the

peak stress ratio and failed to predict realistically both the

dilative and contractive responses. For the drained tests

carried out under p00 ¼ 1:6 ½MPa�, the evolved GSDs

measured at the end of the experiments (say e1 ¼ 15 ½%�)
are plotted against the model predictions in Fig. 10. Par-

ticle breakage led to a broadening of GSD and increased

the fines content. The model in conjunction with Eq. (2)

was successful to replicate the change in GSD from its

initial one to those reached at the end of the tests.

a b

dc

Fig. 12 The proposed model predictions for: a mobilization of shear strength with axial strain; b volume change behavior with axial strain; c and

d change in GSD for six Kernell sand specimens sheared under drained condition from p00 ¼ 0:76; 1:41; 2:39; 3:0; 5:7 and 7:8 ½MPa� with e0 =

0.615 to 0.680 [data from Russel and Khalili (2004)]
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5.3 Drained triaxial tests on Cambria sand

Cambria sand is a uniformly graded sandy soil with sub-

rounded particles covering sizes from 0.83 to 2.00 mm.

Specimens for the conventional drained triaxial compres-

sion tests were prepared using dry pluviation method. For

six Cambria sand specimens with e0=0.52 sheared from

p00 ¼ 2:1; 4:0; 5:8; 8:0; 11:5 and 15:0 ½MPa�, the pro-

posed model predictions for the mobilization of shear stress

with axial strain, volumetric strain with axial strain and

GSDs at the end of experiments agree reasonably with the

corresponding laboratory data in Fig. 11. Of note, the

model parameters used in simulations illustrated in Fig. 11

are listed in Table 2.

5.4 Drained and undrained triaxial tests
on Kurnell sand

According to Russell and Khalili [91], Kurnell sand (with

uniformity coefficient of 1.83 and mean particle size of

0.31 mm) is a predominantly quartz sand collected from

sand dunes at Kernell, Sydney, Australia. Using the model

parameters reported in Table 2 for Kurnell sand, the

mechanical behavior of six Kurnell sand specimens sub-

jected to conventional drained shear under

p00 ¼ 0:76; 1:41; 2:39; 3:0; 5:7 and 7:8 ½MPa� with e0 =

0.615, 0.634, 0.680, 0.641, 0.654, and 0.661 is plotted

against their corresponding data in Fig. 12. To predict

undrained behavior of six Kurnell sand specimens in

Fig. 13, all model parameters except h ¼ 90 ½�� are con-

sidered the same as drained tests which are illustrated in

Table 2. An explanation for this assumption is the fact that

the strain rate and the size of the samples were different

between drained and undrained tests. Moreover, enlarged

lubricated end plates were used for conducting drained

tests on Kurnell sand, while undrained tests were per-

formed by using rough end plates. In Figs. 12 and 13, the

proposed model shows its predictive capacity in simulation

of 12 drained and undrained triaxial tests performed on

sand specimens prepared through dissimilar methods

within a wide range of initial void ratios and confining

stresses.

a b

dc

Fig. 13 The proposed model predictions for the undrained effective stress path and mobilization of shear strength with axial strain of: (a) and (b)

three Kernell sand specimens with e0 = 0.721, 0.830, and 0.917 sheared from p00 ¼ 0:30 ½MPa�; (c) and (d) three Kernell sand specimens with e0

= 0.773, 0.858, and 0.907 sheared from p00 ¼ 0:462 to 0:486 ½MPa� [data from Russel and Khalili (2004)]
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5.5 Undrained cyclic triaxial tests on Aio sand

Aio sand (with uniformity coefficient of 2.74 and specific

gravity of 2.64) collected from Yamaguchi prefecture in

the south-west of Honshu Island located in Japan. Aio sand

contains sub-angular to angular grains with the maximum

and minimum void ratios equal to 0.958 and 0.582,

respectively see [43, 113]. Figures 14, 15 and 16 present

the undrained cyclic triaxial tests performed by Wu et al.

[113] and Hyodo et al. [43] on Aio sand. Continuous pore-

water pressure buildup caused reduction in the mean

effective stress. Furthermore, axial strain was accumulated

mainly toward the extension side. The mechanical behavior

of both samples was well reproduced by the proposed

constitutive model. The breakage-induced progressive

downward relocation of the CSL in the e vs: p0 plane

causes an increase in state parameter and thereafter, a

tangible decrease in plastic hardening modulus (thorough

decrease in Mb). The presence of _B as the third term in the

nominator of Eq. (23)a and the breakage-induced decrease

in Kp together magnify generation of irreversible strains.

Consequently, particle breakage can affect the evolution of

hysteresis loops under cyclic loads. Figure 17 demonstrates

the evolution of GSD after experiments performed by

Hyodo et al. [43] versus model predictions. Figure 18

presents the variation of breakage index with Wp
q=e0 for

cyclic tests performed by Hyodo et al. [43] on Aio sand. Of

note, ei and eu for Aio sand have been determined using

monotonic tests performed by Hyodo et al. [44] and cyclic

tests reported by Hyodo et al. [43] and Wu et al. [113].

Regarding Figs. 14, 15 and 16, the proposed model simu-

lations are in a satisfactory agreement with the experi-

mental results.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, a new constitutive model able to simulate the

mechanical behavior of granular materials with and with-

out shear-induced particle breakage was proposed. The

main contents are summarized as follows:

a b

dc

Fig. 14 The proposed model predictions for a cyclic triaxial test on an Aio sand specimen sheared under undrained condition from p00 ¼ 3 ½MPa�:
a and b experimental data; c and d modified model prediction (data from Wu et al. [113])
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• The hyperelastic strain rates were driven based on a

generalized Jiang and Liu-type Helmholtz free energy

function to guarantee the reversibility of the elastic

strains. In order to account for the effect of particle

breakage and coupling between plastic strains and

hyperelastic properties, an additional hyperelastic-plas-

tic coupling variable was incorporated into the

Helmholtz free energy function.

• A breakage index evolving with the plastic shear work

was employed to quantify shear-induced particle break-

age and to play the role of elastic–plastic coupling

variable. It was realized that the plastic work overes-

timates the shear-induced particle breakage in loose

sands. However, it was shown that a reasonable

correspondence between the shear-induced plastic shear

work normalized by the initial void ratio and shear-

induced breakage exists. By relating the breakage index

to a kinematic hardening parameter, coupling emerged

into the formulation. This makes the pressure-depen-

dent moduli evolve as a function of the hardening

variable.

• The numerical analyses are performed for a series of

triaxial tests on both materials with permanent grains as

well as with grain crushing. The comparisons indicate

that the established model is applicable to capture

stress–strain behavior of granular materials over a wide

range of initial void ratios and confining pressures with

the same set of model constants. Both the monotonic

and cyclic loading have been considered.

• A hypoplastic model is used for comparison purposes.

Comparisons revealed a discrepancy between predic-

tions and experimental data considering the peak stress

ratio and the dilatancy with the same set of material

parameters.

a b

dc

Fig. 15 The proposed model predictions for a cyclic triaxial test on an Aio sand specimen sheared under undrained condition from: a and

b experimental data; c and d modified model prediction (data from Wu et al. [113])
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a b

dc

Fig. 16 The proposed model predictions for a cyclic triaxial test on an Aio sand specimen sheared under undrained condition from: a and

b experimental data; c and d modified model prediction (data from Hyodo et al. [43])

a b

Fig. 17 Change in GSD of Aio sand: a experimental data b the proposed model predictions (data from Hyodo et al. [43] and Wu et al. [113])
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Appendices

Appendix 1. Evaluation of the hyperelastic
formulation

One of the main advantages of employing a hyperelastic

formulation is the energy conservative framework for any

arbitrary closed-loop effective stress path. To bring an

example in this regard, the closed stress cycle presented in

Fig. 19a has been simulated. By considering the behavior

as purely elastic, the elastic strain components are calcu-

lated using Eqs.7 and 14. G0 = 50, K0 = 0.75G0, v = 0.95,

and t = 0.6 have been assumed for the numerical simula-

tions. In Fig. 19b–d, closed loops have been obtained for
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both the strains and the total work, which is positive for the

assumed stress path. It should be noted that changing the

sense of the rotation (say E?D?C?B?A instead of

A?B?C?D?E) does not affect the magnitude of elastic

strain components. In order to further evaluate the elastic

part of the model, the contours of constant elastic strain

proposed by Houlsby et al. [37] have been used. The

suggested graphic depicts isolines (eP =
ffiffiffi
3

p
=3 ev = con-

stant; eQ = 3/2 eq = constant) in the isomorphic strain space.

Figure 20 demonstrates such isolines for the proposed

model. Unlike isotropic elasticity, the deviatoric portion of

stress affects the isotropic portion of strain and vice versa.

Such an anisotropic response makes the contours of con-

stant eP and eQ to be curved. Apart the well-known

advantages of the hyperelasticity, this framework imposes

mathematical requirements which should be fulfilled. In the

development of hyperelastic frameworks, the elastic stiff-

ness should fulfill the following equations [42]:

K � 0

3G� 0

3GK � J2 � 0

ð33Þ

These requirements render the following relation, which

should be fulfilled by the herein proposed model:

K0

G0

� 3

2vg2
ð34Þ

The above equation should be considered for the cali-

bration of the elastic parameters.

Appendix 2: A hypoplastic model for crushable
granular soils [25]

The model has been developed as an improved version of

the grain crushing hypoplastic model of Rohe [89], which

is based on the hypoplastic model by von Wolffersdorff

[107]. The basic hypoplastic model can be described by a

nonlinear tonsorial equation as:

_r0 ¼ L : _eþ Njj _ejj ð35Þ

wherein r and e are effective stress and strain tensors,

respectively. The fourth-order tensor L and the second-

order tensor N are, respectively, associated with the linear

and nonlinear parts of the behavior. Both L and N are

functions of effective stress and strain rate tensors. In

general, in the hypoplastic framework, neither the defini-

tion of a yield surface nor a decomposition of strain rates is

necessary. Furthermore, the nonlinear irreversible strains

are defined by means of the degree of nonlinearity and the

flow rule. Here, only the enhancement of Engin et al. [25]

will be summarized. The attentive reader is referred to the

cited references for further details about hypoplasticity.

Given the fact that grain crushing is irreversible, Engin

et al. [25] the reference void ratios at the densest state,

critical state, and loosest states, respectively, through:

e�d0 ¼ e0
min � Deref

min; e
�
c0 ¼ e0

max � Deref
max; e

�
i0

¼ e0
i �

e0
i

e0
max

Deref
max ð36Þ

with:

Deref
x ¼ cx ln

Cu0 þ app02m þ aqq2
m � bpp

0
m � bqqm

Cu0

ð37Þ

The subscript x denotes either minimum or maximum

void ratio modification. In Eqs. (36) and (37), ap, aq, bp, bq,

Cu0, cmin, and cmax are model parameters.
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